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We study the decrease of the ground-state output with increasing current in two-state quantum dot
lasing. We show that the asymmetry in the thermal population redistribution breaks the symmetric
dynamical evolution of the electron-hole pairs. This fully explains the transition from two-state to
single-state lasing observed experimentally. The model also reproduces the temperature dependence
of the two-state lasing. © 2005 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.1995947�

Laser devices based on self-assembled quantum dots are
a promising source of new physics.1 The three-dimensional
�3D� confinement of the carriers induces a discrete density of
states that implies, for instance, a reduction of the threshold
current,2 a low chirp, a weak temperature dependence,3 and a
reduced sensitivity to optical feedback4 at telecom wave-
lengths on GaAs substrates. The recombination of ground-
state �GS� electrons and holes leads to GS lasing but recom-
bination of excited-states �ES� electrons and holes can also
lead to lasing at lower wavelengths. The occurrence of a
secondary threshold, involving a second electron-hole pair of
levels, was predicted for a sufficiently high bias.5 Increasing
the current further, the ES will eventually become the only
surviving line at the expense of the GS transition.6–9 For
injection rates exceeding the second threshold, theory only
predicts up to now that the GS intensity becomes a constant
while experiments display a reduction down to zero of the
GS emission. The aim of this Letter is to analyze both ex-
perimentally and theoretically this behavior.

The self-organized quantum dot �QD� active region het-
erostructure consisted of six InGaAs QD layers embedded in
quantum well using dots in a well �DWELL� technology.10

Single transverse mode ridge waveguide lasers were fabri-
cated with lengths of 750 �m, 1 mm, 1.5 mm, and 2 mm,
ridge widths ranging from 3 to 5 �m, and a depth of
0.9 �m. Both facets were left uncoated. These devices were
mounted epitaxial side up on Peltier-controlled copper heat
sinks. While long devices emitted in the GS near 1310 nm,
1-mm-long devices emitted first in the GS but then also in
the ES �1240 nm�. The shortest devices emitted in the first
excited state for all currents. The light-current curves, char-
acteristic of a 1-mm-device obtained in both cw and pulsed
regimes, are shown in Fig. 1. In both cases, as the injection
current increases, there is a current range where the power in
GS decreased while the power state in ES increased as pre-
viously observed.6–9 It is also worth to note that the differ-
ential efficiency is larger for the ES, as shown on Fig. 1,
highlighting its increased density of states. Operation in the
pulsed regime is necessary to remove the role of thermal
effects. Figure 1 corresponds to a pulse width of 100 ns du-
ration with a repetition rate of 100 kHz. We verified that the
behavior is similar with pulse widths down to 6 ns. The
qualitative invariance of the dynamical response with respect
to the pulse duration indicates that Joule heating effects do

not play a role and cannot explain the decreasing power in
GS. Both the GS and ES lasing thresholds were measured
with pulse widths of 100 ns as a function of the device tem-
perature. Above 60 °C the laser operated only in the excited
state, while both states lased below this temperature. For
temperatures ranging from 30 to 60 °C, the GS �ES� thresh-
old increased �decreased� almost linearly with a slope of
2.8 mA/degree �5.3 mA/degree�.

To explain these experimental results, we consider a rate
equation model for the electron and hole populations in both
the ground and excited states �see Fig. 2�. The indices g and
e refer to the ground and the excited levels of the electrons
and holes. The two lasing transitions, Eg=0.945 eV and Ee

=1.0 eV, differ by �=55 meV. Assuming that the electron
mass is ten times the hole mass, we estimate the hole and
electron energy level spacing as �Eh�5 meV and �Ee
�50 meV. The equations for the electron and hole probabili-
ties in GS, ne,h

g , and ES, ne,h
e , and for the intensities Ig,e are

İg = �2g0
g�ne

g + nh
g − 1� − 1�Ig, �1�

İe = �4g0
e�ne

e + nh
e − 1� − 1�Ie, �2�

ṅe,h
g = ��2Je,h

g − �e,h
g ne,h

g − �ne
g + nh

g − 1�Ig� , �3�

ṅe,h
e = ��Je,h

e − �e,h
e ne,h

e − �ne
e + nh

e − 1�Ie� , �4�

Je,h
g = Be,hne,h

e �1 − ne,h
g � − Ce,hne,h

g �1 − ne,h
e � , �5�

FIG. 1. Characteristic L-I curves for the quantum dot laser in pulsed and cw
regimes.
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Je,h
e = Je,h�1 − ne,h

e � − Je,h
g , �6�

where g0
g,e are the effective gain factors scaled to the cavity

losses. For simplicity, we assume these gain factors to be
identical for both GS and ES. The dimensionless time is �
= t /�p where �p=2L /v is the photon lifetime. The nonradia-
tive carrier lifetime �n is included in the dimensionless pa-
rameter �=�p /�n=2�10−3. The coefficients 2 and 4 in Eqs.
�1� and �2� account for the twofold and fourfold degeneracy
of the ground and excited states, respectively. The sources
Je,h

g,e represent the pumping mechanisms and the capture/
escape processes. The terms 1−ne,h

g,e describe Pauli blocking.
We assume a direct pumping of the excited state from the
wetting layer represented by the rates Je,h in Eq. �6� and a
nonradiative decay11 from the ES to the GS represented by
the rates Be,h in the Eq. �5�. We also assume that Je,h=J and
Be,h=B. The underlying physical processes contributing to
Be,h have commonly been associated with either
carrier-carrier12 or carrier-phonon scattering.13–17 Assuming a
lifetime of 1 ns for the carriers and �c=7 ps, we obtain
Be,h=�n /�c�150.

To determine the escape coefficients Ce,h, we notice that
in the absence of pumping and interaction with the field,
populations eventually reach equilibrium. Assuming a spon-
taneous emission rate much smaller than the capture and
thermal escape processes �i.e., Be,h ,Ce,h�1�, a stationary so-
lution for the carrier dynamical evolution is obtained by en-
forcing the detailed balance condition Je,h

g,e=0.18 Inserting a
quasiequilibrium Fermi distribution leads to the Kramer
relation19 linking the capture Be,h and the escape Ce,h rates

Ce,h = Be,h exp�− �Ee,h/kBT� , �7�

where �Ee,h represents the positive energy separation be-
tween the excited and the ground state levels, kB is the Bolt-
zmann constant, and T the plasma temperature.

Let us stress that the thermal redistribution occurs on
different time scales for holes and electrons. Using Eq. �7�
with �Eh=5 meV and �Ee=50 meV at room temperature
�kBT=25 meV� we have Ce�0.1B and Ch�0.8B. The dif-
ference between Ce and Ch is significant and indicates that
thermal processes break the symmetric evolution of electron-
hole pairs. This results in a dramatic difference between the
redistribution rates of the two types of carriers. While the
electron populations are strongly dissymmetric due to the
relatively small value of Ce, the two hole populations are
almost equal. Consequently, the hole reservoir acts as one
effective level in the limit where �Eh�kBT and �Ee�kBT,
and the approximations Ce=0 and Ch=B can be used. The
equation determining the hole population redistribution ex-
presses a balance between pumping and population transfer
between the two hole levels: Jh

e =J�1−nh
e�−B�nh

e −nh
g� and

Jh
g=B�nh

e −nh
g�. With this approximation, and rewriting Eqs.

�3� and �4� in terms of the sum and the difference of the hole

populations, one notices that the difference n−=nh
e −nh

g has a
decay time of 1/ �3�B��	 /� while the sum has a decay time
of 1/�. Since B�1, the population difference can be adia-
batically eliminated and one finds that n−=0 to first order in

.

Recent papers have focused on the two-state lasing
dynamic7–9 using either rate equations or a master equation
model.20 In these models, the nonradiative decay from the
ES to the GS rules the dynamical evolution of the field and,
in particular, determines the possibility of two-state lasing.
However, the thermal population of the excited levels is ne-
glected in the master equation model20 because it was de-
rived for very low temperatures. Thus, while Ce vanishes in
first approximation, Ch remains finite at room temperature.

Our experimental observations can be explained by tak-
ing into account the two main features of the redistribution
rates calculated above: the thermal balance between the two
hole levels �Ch�Bh� and the electron-hole asymmetry �Ce

�Ch�.
When lasing occurs on both GS and ES transitions, the

thermal balance between the two hole levels implies that
both fields compete for the same holes. Since the effective
gain of the ES transition is twice the effective gain of the GS
transition, the ES field increases with pump at the expense of
the GS field.

The electron-hole asymmetry for the redistribution rates
has an important consequence. Equations �1�–�6� describe a
limited set of levels: For the electrons and holes, only the
ground state and the first of the excited state levels are re-
tained. All the other excited states have been neglected. As a
result, Eqs. �1�–�6� preserve charge neutrality for the ground
state only if Be=Bh and Ce=Ch. In this case, the description
of the system can be based on the excitonic energy states as
recently proposed.7–9 However, if Ce�Ch, the electron-hole
symmetry is broken in the dynamical equations: Equations
�1�–�6� lead to a value for ne

g that is too large to preserve
charge neutrality in the case of GS emission. Therefore, we
must consider how negatively charged excitons contribute to
the two-state lasing. The fact that describing QD lasers using
only average carrier population may be insufficient has al-
ready been pointed out.21

There are two recombination mechanisms. One possibil-
ity is that the negatively charged exciton captures an addi-
tional hole and forms a biexciton with a subsequent recom-
bination. However, it has been shown7–9 that this excitonic
picture leads to a saturation of the GS lasing with increasing
pump instead of the observed decrease. The other possibility
is that in the negatively charged exciton one electron-hole
pair recombines. After annihilation, there remains one pho-
ton and one electron. The excess electron escapes the level
via a re-emission process. This depletes the carrier popula-
tion for the ground state and the GS intensity decreases. Con-
sequently, a linear decay rate of the carrier populations
�e,h

g,ene,h
g,e is necessary to reproduce the experimentally ob-

served decrease of the GS emission. The phenomenological
rates �e,h

g,e in Eqs. �1�–�6� account for a number of possible
processes like thermal reemission in the wetting layer, Auger
depopulation effect, or relatively long electron spin relax-
ations recently considered in Ref. 22. To simplify the analy-
sis, we use �e,h

g,e=1. We have also verified that the inclusion
of a radiative bilinear decay term involving the product of
the electron and hole populations does not lead to qualitative
changes of the results.

FIG. 2. Energy level scheme.
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In order to reproduce the multimode spectra observed
experimentally, we consider 20 pairs of modes for the ground
and the excited states, neglecting both spectral and spatial
interaction between modes belonging to the same transition.
We estimate the broadening of the transition to be �E
�60 meV and model it by a parabolic gain curve around the
maximum value g0

g,e=0.785. In these equations, we neglect
both spectral and spatial interactions between modes, which
is justified for single transverse mode devices given the
strong inhomogeneous broadening that usually occurs in
self-organized quantum dot materials. As in the experiment,
the emission occurs from the ground state at threshold and
increases until threshold occurs for the excited state �Fig. 3�.
Above this point, rollover occurs for the excited state until it
switches off completely. Emission now occurs at excited
state wavelengths only. We also verified that, for a tempera-
ture ranging from 22 to 30 meV, the GS �ES� threshold in-
creased �decreased� linearly.

In summary, we have presented a modified rate equation
model taking into account explicitly population thermal re-
distribution and explained the decay of the GS with the in-
creasing current. The temperature dependence of the two las-
ing thresholds is also well reproduced by the model.
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FIG. 3. Spectrally averaged L-I curves for the ground and excited states.
Inset: a sample of single mode curves.
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